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Article abstract
Despite Gurvitch's antagonism towards Parsons, these two authors have points
in common which have exposed them both to similar criticisms. Their
ambition in the realm of theory was the construction of a macro-theory free
from all causal monism. Their analytical strategy was founded on the reference
to the whole, taking the form of the total social phenomenon in Gurvitch, and
the concept of social system in Parsons. Unlike Gurvitch, Parsons accepts model
building as a process for reducing complexity. This is responsible for all the
difference between Gurvitch's "in-depth layers" and Parsons' ÁGIL scheme,
even though correspondances do exist between these two analytical
instruments. For Gurvitch, creating reciprocity between viewpoints is a
process of dialectization leading to functional correlations. The ÁGIL outline
can be considered a handy tool for creating reciprocal relationships between
different viewpoints.
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